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Answer: B

QUESTION: 113
Which symbol represents a queued backup job when viewing the Activity Monitor from
the NetBackup Administration Console?

A. blue man with his hands raised
B. green man standing
C. two vertical bars in a gray circle
D. three green men standing

Answer: D

QUESTION: 114
Which operation can be done against all active and queued jobs when using the Activity
Monitor from the NetBackup Administration Console?

A. cancel all jobs
B. suspend all jobs
C. check point all jobs
D. delete all jobs

Answer: A

QUESTION: 115
You are the administrator of a large and complex Veritas NetBackup 6.5 environment.
Each morning when you come in, you check on the status of all backups that took place
the previous night.Which report should you run to review the overall backup information
for a given timeframe?

A. Problems report
B. Last Backups report
C. Status of Backups report
D. Media Summary report

Answer: C
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QUESTION: 116
Which file must be created so that any client can perform a redirected restore?

A. Redirected.Restores
B. Allow.Restores
C. No.Restrictions
D. Altnames

Answer: C

QUESTION: 117
Which information should the No.Restrictions file contain to enable redirected restore
for all clients?

A. number of clients allowed
B. names of clients allowed
C. type of clients allowed
D. nothing

Answer: D

QUESTION: 118
Which command is used to start the Backup, Archive, and Restore graphical user
interfaces?

A. jbpSA
B. jnbAD
C. nbbarSA
D. nbbarAD

Answer: A

QUESTION: 119
Which log directory can be created in /usr/openv/netbackup/logs/ to assist with
troubleshooting restores?

A. bprecover
B. nbrestore
C. bprestore
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D. nblog

Answer: C

QUESTION: 120
Due to a problem with restores, a support call is opened. The support representative asks
that backups for a specific client be located to determine the last time that the client had
a backup. The GUI is not available. Which other location can be checked to determine if
the client has had a backup?

A. the Image database
B. the EMM database
C. the Client database
D. the Media database

Answer: A

QUESTION: 121
Which statement is true about improved efficiency of image deletion on a Disk Storage
Unit on Veritas NetBackup 6.5?

A. The bprd process can move more images from disk to tape.
B. The EMM database deletes images from disk faster.
C. The bpdm process can delete more than one fragment.
D. The bpdbm process prevents DSUs from reaching 100% capacity.

Answer: C
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